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VS PRODUCTIONS
My name is Vickie Sceifers and I’ve been a doing corporate, educational and training videos for the last 10 years 

and online video since I got into social media in 2008. Throughout those years I’ve 

seen technologies change and people appear to drown in a flood of technology. So I 

started VS Productions in 2008 to help entrepreneurs and professionals understand 

technology and use it to streamline and grow their businesses.  

My husband Don takes care of our website customers. He has over 30 years of 

programming experience, and works hard to stay up on the latest technologies, like 

location-based and mobile-friendly principles. 

It is our strong desire to help those people who are struggling and clarify the 

technology so they can be more productive in their lives, either personally or 

professionally.



HOW VSP CAN HELP
VSP provides technology-based services you need to market your business: Video Marketing is more than just 

posting a video to your website or even Youtube channel. In order to take advantage of the benefits to using video to 

market your business properly, it will require a well thought-out strategy. Having a search engine-friendly website 
design is an important part of that strategy. At VSP, we design websites that are user-friendly, SEO-compliant, and 

accessible on whatever device is used. We standardize on the Wordpress platform, yet every site we design is 

customized with your company logo and colors in order to maintain your current branding. 

After all the hard work of creating customized video and putting them on an optimized website, it’s time to tell the world. 

Through social media and email marketing channels, VSP will spread the word about your business, generating 

more leads, creating deeper connections, and more loyal customers. 

 Besides full-service video, from script to screen, many people are also 

taking their own video, yet are then at a loss as to what do do with the 

footage they shot. Send us your footage and we will give you a 
finished video.

www.VSPWebandVideo.com



Vickie Sceifers
vickie@vspwebandvideo.com

Don Sceifers
don@vspwebandvideo.com

(513) 360-8776
Twitter: @edtiVDO

Facebook.com/VSProductions
LinkedIn.com/companies/VS-Productions
Google+: http://bit.ly/plus/VSProductions

Pinterest.com/vsproductions

http://www.VSPWebandVideo.com
http://www.iEditVDO.com
http://www.VSPNetwork.tv
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INTRODUCTION
This ebook is intended to give you inspiration on how you can put video to use for your business. You know video is 
an important part of your marketing, right? The problem is, most businesses think video is too expensive, too 

complicated, or theyʼre afraid to be onscreen. But most of all, they donʼt know where to even get started. The first 
step is to determine your purpose or goal. Build your credibility. Establish yourself as an authority. Grow your 

mailing list. Increase sales. But how would video work for me? So Iʼve come up with 26 types of businesses that 
could use video to grow their sales. It is by no means comprehensive in either occupations nor types of videos that 

you can produce. My goal is to just give you a taste of whatʼs possible and get you thinking creatively.

Tens of millions of Americans watch video every day that influence their buying habits. Despite all this video 

watching and sharing, there is still a large portion of people and businesses not taking advantage of this powerful 
marketing tool. Video is a powerhouse for connecting, engaging, building relationships, and growing your 

customer list. After youʼve read this ebook, hopefully you will have a few ideas that you can use. 

If you still need some direction with how to develop a video marketing campaign, I would love to help you out. Send 
me an email.

Vickie



Artists
process
Being an artist is about the creative process.Video is a perfect 

medium to show off your creative process. Talk about your artistic 

style, which medium(s) you use, where you find inspiration, who 

are some other artists that inspire you. Break down your whole 

process of how you come up with a piece. Describe your workflow.

Do a weekly series. One to two minutes maximum.

show your artwork
Showing your artwork is the highlight of the creative process. 

Video is the best way to do that. Tell the story of how a piece came 

to be. What was the inspiration? How long did it take? What kinds 

of materials did you use? People are attracted to a story, and art of 

any kind is all about story.

Combine video with photos and text.

TIP

TIP

If a picture is worth 1000 words, a minute 
of video is worth 1.8 million words. 

Forrester Research



Bicycle Shop
simple repair/maintenance tips
Keeping your bicycle in tip top shape is key to years of enjoyment. 

But not everyone knows what to do and exactly how to do it. Set 

yourself up as the  Place to Go for Bike Info! Provide your 

customers with lots of videos on ways to keep their bike in proper 

working order. You could even feature customers, if theyʼre willing. 

What a great way to engage the community!

new product arrivals
Build anticipation for new products with video. Create videos about 

that new line of bicycle tires, or this yearʼs line of racing gear.    

safety tips
Of course, every self-respecting bicycle shop offers safety tips. 

And so should you. But to stand apart from the crowd, you have to 

take a different approach. Find a creative way to express the 

typical tried and true bicycle safety tips.

Viewers of a product video are 64-85% 
more likely to buy after viewing.

Kissmetrics



Country Club
promotional
Country clubs are beautiful places. Show that off with video. 

Highlight each particular area and its purposes--such as the pool,  

the grounds, the banquet and catering facility. Show people having 

a good time and the club looking gorgeous.

golf tips
This can be a great way to increase interest in your golf course. 

Create a series of tips or lessons on golf techniques. Make them 

very good, but make them free. Have some videos Include clients 

who have taken lessons. This adds a level of credibility as a 

testimonial. 

" You could even create a series of professional golf lessons 

and charge a premium for them. It is simple to add a membership 

area to your website so premium members can view the videos 

right on the practice course on their phones.

Be sure the quality of your videos matches the 
quality of your brand. You can hurt your brand if 
you put out poor quality videos.

Half (52%) of executives surveyed watch work-
related videos on YouTube at least weekly.

Forbes

TIP



Dog Grooming
types of dogs and their behaviors
As a groomer, you care for many different breeds of dogs. Do 

videos about your favorite thing about each breed. Offer 

housebreaking tips. Do different techniques work better for 

different breeds? Suggestions on feeding. Basically anything pet-

related would work. The key would be consistency. Post videos on 

a consistent schedule to build an engaged audience.

tips for keeping clean between cuts
Do videos showing combing, brushing, clipping nails, and proper 

bathing techniques for different sizes and breeds.

get to know the staff 
People can be particular about who cares for their pets. Make 

videos starring your staff. That way, people can views those videos 

online before they come in and feel they already know and like the 

groomer who is going to be handling their beloved pet.

How-tos are among the most popular category of 
video on the web and can be very easy to create. 
Just set up a camera and press “Record.”

Starting your video title with “How to _”  
will increase your chances of ranking and 
being found on Google.

TIP



Environmental 
Preservation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

causes
Talk about your cause. What you do. Why itʼs important. What is 

itʼs impact on the world. What is the problem and what are you 

doing to counter that?

sustainable farming techniques
This one lends itself well to a series of short, informational videos 

about the technique of growing your own food. Talk about the 

purpose, benefits, preparation of the ground, tips on growing. Each 

one of these would be a single, focused video. Anything related to 

the green movement could be touched upon. 

using rainwater
Capturing rainwater and using it in your garden is just one 

recycling tip that would pave the way to other green-living lifestyle 

tips.

52% of senior marketing executives 
are using video content in email 
campaigns. 

MarketingProfs



Farmer’s 
Market

highlighting vendors
Everyone loves free publicity. You canʼt promote the farmerʼs 

market without promoting the vendors themselves. Highlight the 

quality of foods as well as the fact that the food is grown locally. Do 

a special feature that interviews a different vendor each week. Talk 

about the variety of wares and how to use them. Recipes are 

always a hit.

increase awareness
Farmerʼs markets are like a cooperative of the typical roadside 

produce stands, but done together, you get the convenience of 

seeing them all together. Highlight the difference between the food 

cycle of the grocery store versus the farmers market: the fact that 

the farmerʼs market food was picked that day versus the grocerʼs 

that was picked two weeks ago and ripened in a truck. Educating 

the consumer is probably the most powerful thing you can do to 

increase the attendance at your farmerʼs market.

Mobile is where the future is headed. Be 
sure your videos are mobile-friendly.



Gift Shop
products
Highlight different lines of products. Show them in use; record 

excited customers telling how much they love their purchase. You 

could even show creative uses for some items, like repurposing. If 

you do this well, you could potentially get extra advertising from 

those brands themselves.

here’s who we are/why we’re 
different/our identity
Show your personality. Do a pan (slowly shoot left to right) of your 

store to show the environment. Pick specific items to bring to the 

viewers attention. This would work quite well during sales.

" Do you have other services that many people might not 

automatically know you have, like parties? Show people having fun 

at these parties or classes. Interview participants. (Donʼt forget to 

get model releases.)

Choose a hot brand and highlight it by having your 
staff model it.TIP

28% of consumers did their mobile 
shopping while waiting in line.

MarketingLand.com



Health Club
facility tours
Give a tour of the different areas of your facility. Make sure to 

highlight the pool, sauna and locker room because they can be 

important to potential customers. Make sure you capture a good 

cross section of your equipment.

health tips, nutrition, exercise
Of course, as a health club, youʼre all about healthy living. Give 

people tips about how to eat healthy and exercise. Record demos 

of how to use your machines. This subject is one of the most 

widely covered on the internet. In order to stand out, get creative. 

Take a different spin on the subject. Put your own personal brand 

on it. Be funny. Change perspective.

Showing people using the equipment, in proper 
form, of course, is more powerful than showing an 
empty machine.TIP

57% of consumers watch past the first two 
minutes of a video that demonstrates a 
product.

Comscore



Interior 
Designer

trends in fashion
Highlight recent projects youʼve done. Before and after is very 

powerful for people that canʼt envision their own transformation. 

Showing product lines that you like and are popular can increase 

your sales when seeing them in a setting thatʼs similar to their own 

home.

tips for matching colors, setting 
moods
Each spring when new trends and new colors come out, thereʼs a 

new idea of what colors and patterns match. Help people find 

combinations that work for them. Certain rooms in your house you 

donʼt want to have certain colors, like red in a bedroom. Lightening 

rooms by changing to colors that reflect the sunlight better, such as 

yellows. Showing transformations can be powerful here. A house 

goes from dingy to darling just by updating colors.

Some peopleʼs imagination can be weak, so you 
need to imagine for them. Put them in that room. 
Video can help you do that.TIP

Zappos saw increases of 6% to 30% in 
sales for their products that had a video 
accompaniment.

IMPACT



Jewelry Store
show and tell
Put your product in the best light. With video, you can actually see 

the sparkle as you move it in the light. With a picture, you canʼt 

really do that. Your business is all about emotion and video 

connects that emotion to your product. I would imagine almost 

100% of jewelry purchases are emotion-based. So there you go!

sharing
The power of using video is the ability for it to easily be shared, so 

when someone likes your product, itʼs easy for that person to share 

the video with their friends. 

testimonials
Customer testimonials are huge, especially from those who placed 

custom orders. It can show the fine work you do, how easy it was 

to work with you, and the extent of your skills in creating just the 

right piece. And itʼs always best to have others talk about how 

great you are!

Retail sites with video increase conversion 
by 30%.

Retail Report



Kindergarten
staff
Interview the teachers. What are their specialities? What is the 

overall mission and vision of your school? Donʼt just state, “This is 

our mission and vision.” Explain it. Tell me “why” itʼs your mission. 

How did you decide on that mission? How are you fulfilling that 

mission and how does that impact your clients?

highlighting children’s projects
Be sure to address any concerns about recording children, but with 

a little creativity, you can record their projects, closeups of playing, 

hands and feet, record from behind. Also talk to parents first and I 

would recommend getting a release. Showing the fun children 

have at your facility will entice others to want to join in.

learning environment
What does your school specialize in? What tools help you with 

that? Do you focus on certain educational guidelines? Be sure to 

include elements that are peripherally related, like how you take 

special care with handling allergies. 

85% of consumers are searching for 
local businesses online.

Kissmetrics



Landscaper
seasonal plantings
Most people see a plant and think itʼs pretty, but may not know 

when the best time to plant it is, or how to care for it. These 

educational videos show your potential clients your expertise and 

how easy it is to work with you.

maintaining your vegetation
A series of videos about maintaining plants, trees and shrubs, will 

be a great way to keep visitors coming back to your site, which 

puts you in the forefront of their mind when itʼs time to purchase.

detect problems with trees (when 
to call an expert)
For people that have lost a tree and were frustrated because they 

didnʼt have to lose it, a series of educational videos that help them 

spot trouble before it gets too bad, and can save them a lot of 

money in replacement costs. Extend that to other plants and 

vegetation, and it builds your status as an expert and the Go-to-

Guy!

Mobile traffic is set to increase 18-fold 
by 2016.

eConsultancy



Massage
benefits
Everyone loves massage. Well, they should, shouldnʼt they? Talk 

about the benefits of massage, such as increased circulation, 

better range of motion, etc. Ease peopleʼs minds. Show them what 

real massage looks like. Perhaps youʼll even break some 

stereotypes.

" Do several additional videos on other relaxation techniques. 

Describe different types of massage. 

Video is a great way to capture the mood of 
massage. This emotional element can be a powerful 
attractor. Be sure to capture the music or sounds as 
well as the lighting of the room.

testimonials
People that love massage love to tell other people about massage 

(I know I do!). Record several of your “raving fans” raving about 

your massage services and how much better it made them feel. 

TIP

Be sure your videos have a clear call to 
action (CTA). You have to tell people the 
next step you want them to take. 



Non-profit
story of how/why started
People want to give back. Someone saw a need of some sort and 

started an organization to meet that need. Tell the story of how 

your group got started, who was crucial in the early days, what 

milestones have been reached. Whatʼs up for the future?

story of who’s been affected
This is what testimonials are about. Depending on your groupʼs 

mission, privacy issues may be a concern when recording 

someone, so be creative. Ask permission. (You canʼt get a “yes” if 

you donʼt ask.) Perhaps you could just record their audio and use 

video of generic scenes, like a park; closeups that donʼt show 

faces would be great to use; include photos as well.

highlight the need/fundraising
Itʼs important to keep your cause in the forefront of peopleʼs 

thoughts. Regularly posted videos highlight the need, how the 

money is being used, the need for volunteers. People have to 

know about the need (and care about it) to want to support it.

The average time viewer watches a video is 38 
seconds; but on Facebook, it’s 1:44 minutes.



Office Space
flexibility
Highlight the flexibility of your space and how it can be used in 
different ways for different companies. Itʼs important to also show 

how much customization and what types the customer can expect.

finding space that meets the need
Having a sales team that knows their properties well is a valuable 
asset. The faster they can put the client into the perfect space, the 

sooner you have a happy client. Highlight your team and highlight 
people that have been blown away by your service.

quality & accessibility
Many clients have certain requirements, two of the most common 
are the professionalism of the space and the ease of locating and 

parking. For example, a law firm would most likely find a downtown 
highrise very appealing, but a software company would be more 

comfortable somewhere in the suburbs. Use video to show both 
the types of spaces available, and the location and accessibility of 

the property. Talk about how you work with every client to 
determine their needs and find the property that is the best fit for 

them. 

65% of senior executives have visited a 
vendor’s website after watching a video.

Forbes



Personal 
Trainer

introduction
Hiring a personal trainer is a very personal decision. People want 

to find someone they really feel comfortable with. So your videos 

should be authentic and reflect your personality. Talk about your 

story. How did you get started? Why you do what you do. Whatʼs 

your background? Just help people get to know you a little bit.

membership library of videos
Record a series of workouts that could work as a set, perhaps 

focused on a certain issue. Sell them either as a set, or through a 

weekly membership program. If you have success, then continue 

to release a new video each week.

one on one video instruction
Offer online workouts. At a particular time each week, broadcast a 

workout. Use Google+ Hangouts to meet with a small group (up to 

9 other people) and lead them in private lessons. And you can still 

get feedback from them. What a great way to have that personal 

trainer experience from the comfort of their own home!

Two-thirds of the world’s mobile data traffic 
will be video by 2016.

Cisco



Quilting Shop
showcase product displays
Quilt shops are full of beauty. Do a slow camera pan (left to right) 

of the racks of colorful fabrics. Talk about why you chose those 

particular fabrics or patterns, talk about the quality, share creative 

ways to use your products. Show items made with those fabrics.

demo your “product” 
If you host classes, highlight them by taking video of people 

enjoying them. Get general shots of the class as a whole get 

people checking out the different materials and tools; do a quick 

interview with a guest. Add photos of customerʼs items theyʼve 

made. With customers in the video, you have the added benefits of 

testimonial videos, like increased credibility.

Keep videos short. Youʼre better off doing several 
shorter videos, released at intervals, than doing 
longer videos.TIP

Put your web address as the first thing in 
your Youtube channel description. Be sure 
to include the “http://”.



Restaurant
about the food and the fun
People laughing, joking, having a good time at your establishment 

will automatically draw people to you. Other people will identify 

your place with having fun.

chef talks in the kitchen
Does your chef have a specialty? Are you known for a particular 

dish? Do videos highlighting your food. Demo it being prepared, 

talk about the history of the recipe, definitely show it plated. Show 

the guestsʼ faces as it arrives at their table.

special attractions
if you have any regular events--like music, trivia, food specials, 

community activities, fundraisers--then do quick videos inviting 

people to come on in and enjoy them. Interview any special guest 

host thatʼs helping you out with the event. Share why you feel itʼs 

important to be involved in the community.

Mobile video viewers are expected  to 
reach 54.6 MILLION in 2012.

Brainshark



Salon
testimonials
Referrals are the bread and butter for a growing salon. Nothing can 
help increase referrals like video testimonials. Having happy clients 

give glowing recommendations for your salon is like digital gold.

before and after
This is an easy one. Just remember to get that “before” shot before 
you get started. If you have a willing person, ask them to explain 

their particular issue. Then, with the “after” shot, have them explain 
why they came to you (they trust you) and knew they would walk 

out pleased.

staff
People often consider their stylist a friend. Help potential new 

clients start that relationship by creating videos that tell a little bit 

about more about the staff.  

video blog
Regularly posting videos to a blog not only helps you build an 

audience and connect with clients, but every entry helps you with 
Google. You can do videos on anything related to any service you 

provide.

64% of consumers are likely to BUY a 
product after watching an online video.

Forrester



Tax Service
tax tips
This is an easy one. Help people with those little things they might 

miss. An easy way to get content is to just answer the questions 

you get all the time, or offer the solution to the most common 

problem you run across, or that people tend to miss. Talk about the 

importance of proper receipt tracking. Show ways to organize their 

documents.

introduction
Video is a great way to show how youʼre different than other tax 

preparers. Use your personality. Be creative. 

screencasting
Screen capture videos are a great way to demonstrate the IRS 

forms and how to fill them out. You can either scan in the forms as 

a PDF to show them, or just do it directly off a website or your 

computer. Explain the fine print. Explain what certain phrases 

mean. You can combine these with narration or video of yourself 

as well.

More than 20% of global YouTube views 
come from mobile devices.

Youtube



Upholsterers
factory tour
Behind the scenes videos are also popular. Getting a look “where 

no one gets to go” makes people feel special, or that youʼve let 

them in on a secret. It also shows real people behind the product 

and demonstrates first hand the care you take in making your 

product.

product showcase
Of course, showcasing your products, how you work, the detailed 

care that goes into each piece you do.

showroom tours
Show the quality of your work. Interview the master designer/

upholsterer about their background, their training, their personal 

philosophy. As we get to know them, we trust they will do a 

phenomenal job on our cherished item.

Studies suggests that including “video” in 
subject lines can increase CTRs by as 
much as 13%.

Brainshark



Vintage Store
history
Vintage stores are like walking back in time. Everyone wants to 

take a peek at the way things used to be. Especially in our 

incredibly technological society. More than just telling the story 

behind the pieces, and definitely do that, expand your thinking a 

little bit. Each week you could highlight a period of history. 

Show different items from that era, talk about the clothing styles, 

painting styles, what society was like then. By showing how life 

was like when an item began, or where it came from, you are 

building a connection between that item and a potential buyer. 

That in turn extends the connection to you and your store.

" Give some of your own history as well. Did you have a parent 

that collected antiques? Do you have friends that are always  

looking for period pieces? Did you just always seem to have an 

interest in history? As people get to know you and respect you, 

they will trust your opinion and look to you for advice when they 

are in the market for their next purchase.

46% of  consumers take action after 
watching online videos.

Forrester



Winery
story of winery
Easy. Tell the story behind how the winery got started. Is it a family 

vineyard passed down from generation to generation? What 

makes your wines special? Where else around the country can 

your wines be found? What does it take to run a winery? Talk 

about storage requirements and special handling; not all in one 

video, of course. Do a series.

Sommelier
Whatʼs a Sommelier? Explain to people what that is and what their 

duties are. Do you have special guest Sommeliers come from time 

to time? Do you have wine tastings and pairings? Promote your 

programs with video. Be sure to grab video testimonials of 

participants right after the meeting. (Donʼt forget to have them sign 

a simple release form.)

Gary Vaynerchuck is the undisputed champion of 
online marketing for a wine store. Check out his site 
to see what he does, and just put your own twist on 
the same subject.

" " " http://tv.WineLibrary.com
" " " http://www.GaryVaynerchuck.com

TIP

By 2014, online video could account 
for 50% of all internet traffic.

CMI



Xtra:
Real Estate

home tours/neighborhood tours
Granted, agents have used home tours for ages, but go beyond 

the simplistic, just-like-everybody-else photo slideshow set to 

music video (which it really isnʼt). With video you can show more of 

each room and how they connect throughout the house. The 

movement alone can give a sense of life to the home. But home is 

more than just a house. Itʼs also about the location. Create a video 

about the nearby area amenities--playgrounds, schools, shopping, 

etc. Show a vibrant, enticing area in which to live.

mobile-friendly
The #1 tool you can use for marketing homes is video. The #2 

concert would have to be making sure those videos are mobile 

friendly. In our instant gratification society, it is imperative to give 

people the info they need the moment they need it. And make it 

incredibly easy for them to find the moment they are looking for it. 

Mobile doesnʼt just mean smartphones, but also tablet devices. 

Mobile traffic is set to increase 18-fold by 2016. Mobile-friendly 

video marketing can change your business.

73% of homeowners say they’re more likely to 
sign with an agent offering to do video. Yet 
only 12% of realtors have a Youtube channel.

www.Postling.com



Yoga Studio

educational
Although yoga has been around for a long time, it is quickly gaining 

in popularity. But most people donʼt realize there are different types 

of yoga and what the purposes or advantages are to each type. Do 

educational videos telling people about the different styles. Talk 

about what type or types your studio provides, what are the 

advantages, and how to get the most out of your workout.

" Do videos showing the proper positions for each move and 

how to transition from position to position.

" Talk about your statement of philosophy. Give some history of 

your background; tell your story. Let people get to know you and 

how yoga has made an impact in your life.

testimonials
Testimonial videos would be a fantastic way to get people to at 

least try yoga.

About 46% of people say they’d be more likely 
to seek out information about a product or 
service after seeing it in an online video.

Content Marketing Institute (CMI)



Zoo
animals are people, too
Make up stories about the lives of the animals. This can be as 
creative as you want to be. Give voices to the animals. Give them 

jobs. Do they get a long with their “neighbors”, the lion next door? 
Or something like that.

show off the cool animals
Everyone likes to see wild animals close up.

highlight the outreach program
Zoos often take some of their animals out to surrounding 

neighborhoods. You could do promotional videos about these trips; 
talk about where youʼre going, whoʼs the expected audience, 

whatʼs in the surrounding area, mention other places of interest 
near where youʼll be. As you promote the community youʼre going 

to, while youʼre promoting your program, itʼs a win for you both. 

Even though this is a museum, check out how 
creative the Indy Childrenʼs Museum presents their 
facility. Great inspiration!! http://www.childrenʼs 
museum.org. Donʼt forget to check out their Youtube 
channel as well!

TIP

If you’re not using video, you’re not 
connecting with your customers.

Forrester

https://www.youtube.com/user/IndyTCM/featured
https://www.youtube.com/user/IndyTCM/featured
https://www.youtube.com/user/IndyTCM/featured
https://www.youtube.com/user/IndyTCM/featured


So. What you do you think? Got your creative juices 

flowing? Well, if youʼre still struggling, not sure how to put 

video to work for you, we invite you to take the challenge. 

Send us your industry, your type of customer, and a goal 

youʼd like to reach to challenge@vspwebandvideo.com 

and weʼll work to send you back several ideas specifically 

for you.

Happy Videoing!
Vickie

mailto:challenge@vspwebandvideo.com
mailto:challenge@vspwebandvideo.com

